
Darwin U The King

	
 Prominently inscribed into the back wall of a third-floor girls’ bathroom, a handful of 
girlish letters expressed an intriguing proclamation: Darwin U the King.  Every once in a while I 
would catch myself in contemplation of this unambiguously celebrated child.  What had he done, 
this young man, to deserve such an unmistakably public recognition? 
	
 As year upon year of test-score reforms invaded our school, destabilizing and disrupting; 
as one short-lived idea gave way to the next, unregulated and unabated; and as, throughout the 
many long, destabilizing years, protective, multi-opinioned, reform-resistant school boards came 
increasingly under fire – frequently I would think back to that public declaration for the 
unambiguous sovereignty of Good King Darwin when, in response to the decimation of 
collaborative management?   
	
 A suddenly corresponding number of self-declared imperially untouchable  “experts” 
proudly proclaimed themselves to be royalty, and began to demand a highly advertised 
centerstage attention.  

It was so cool; in this newly magical age of a no-excuses accountability?  
Well, apparently all you need do, regardless of any hands-on experience or an actual 

willingness or ability to comprehend the genuine needs of complexly diverse low-income 
students (or, consequently, their teachers) – well, evidently all you need do was make repeatedly 
loud and insistently public declarations that you were, indeed, an Educational Monarch.  
Declaring it proudly; telling everyone, continually and volubly, that – exactly like Darwin?

Oh, undeniably and undoubtedly, you were King.  
And, then?  
Shazam!  
Somebody put you in charge of huge, multi-cultural, highly-complicated school districts 

and truly unimaginable sums of money.* 
My.  
Talk about the miracles of a modern-day minimally regulated...faith. 	

The first and foremost item on your proclaimed-as-royal agenda?  
The immediate elimination of that annoying reform blocking which came so 

bothersomely attached to a diversely elected school board.  As, over the years, the immovable 
mandates of reform had made steady progress, dissimilar school board members – especially 
those who represented the true-life needs of constituents living inside poorest neighborhoods – 
well, hearing increasingly about innovation created problems from students, teachers, old-days’ 
administrators and parents alike, not surprisingly?

In an old-school democratic response:
Concerned school board members had started to balk.  
Keeping alive the national enthusiasm for a minimally regulated Big Money invasion into 

a “broken” system would, or so it was now quickly recognized, depend heavily upon weakening 
this every-year-compounding resistance.  Public hoopla shaped through a sudden spate in 
seductive advertising would do the trick.  Immediately and aggressively, various powerful media 
outlets were pulled into your corner.  

This, actually?
Wasn’t difficult. 
Drama, in particular the glitz and glamor attached to the every year more chaotically 

deregulated school-reform stage show – that scintillating extravaganza theatrically infused with 



miraculous promises from spotlight-seeking, self-proclaimed innovative “experts” (self-
aggrandizing demigods willing to pose as the latest no-excuses King or Queen of Reform; fame-
seeking superheroes anxious to illustrate their personal, god-like ability for eliminating anyone 
who offered up any opposition; self-promoting educational monarchs willing, even, to be front-
page photographed while brandishing a bat or a broom...)†

Well, all of this over-the-top dramatization not only sold magazines:
But caught the public imagination.  
If, through a poignantly affected spectacle, you could convince the nation that our 

modern-day need for the invasive reform of a “broken” educational system was both abruptly 
and absolutely right-this-minute imperative.

And if, through an anxious, theatrical hype, you could persuade the public that there was, 
simply, no time, no time at all, to waste on those old-school traditional methods: those old-days’ 
methods so tediously tied to a tiresomely multi-voiced, fully collaborative educational 
management.

And if, through a highly staged dramatization, you could both raise and keep voter 
support for your proposed elimination of that voice-inclusive opposition; and if, in 
heartrendingly panicked tones, you could refer urgently and emotionally to the unacceptably 
slow oversight attached to a disparately elected and diversely opinioned school board.

Oh, you could, then?
Change the face of public education entirely.

*And: How overwhelmingly useless to hear belated apologies from do-what-I-say Big Money reformers compelled 
to admit after the fact that what they initially forced onto educational systems caused more damage than good; that 
invading schools and imposing a punitively callous statistical control may have been shortsighted in that the issues 
around educating children are actually (and I am not kidding, here; this is an actual quote): “complex.”

†In a moment of frustration against our nation’s growing reliance upon non-vetted but highly paid “experts” – 
“experts” willing to offer up minimally informed services to any who would use them to promote the issue of the 
moment, including complicated issues such as the use of drones or a reaction to religious extremism – one critic 
humorously coined the phrase “The Expert Industrial Complex,” and thereby captured the state of public education 
exactly.


